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KEVIN SUTHERLAND 
 

 

Q.  Kevin Sutherland here.  Great round for you today.  You kind of just got things 

going here on the second round, huh? 

 

KEVIN SUTHERLAND:  I did.  I got off to a bit of a slow start and I wasn't really hitting it 

all that well, and then made a long putt on 5 and birdied 8, but then the eagle on 17 was 

huge.  I mean, it just kind of changes the round a little bit, kind of give me a shot for 

tomorrow. 

 

Q.  For sure.  I was just talking to your caddie about, you're not really like an 

over-thinker, right?  I feel like you just go out there and you're just playing the 

game that you know how to play.  Do you think that that's something consistent 

that you have been doing, or is it the 17-hole moments that make you like, 

okay -- like refresh your brain? 

 

KEVIN SUTHERLAND:  I have never been much of an over-thinker.  I don't -- I don't 

think there's a whole lot going on up there, so nothing to think about, exactly.  But I have 

always kind of tried to look forward.  And I feel if I can kind of keep myself in the right 

frame of mind, I know what's going to happen ahead of me, and -- and I had some good 

chances for birdie kind of like when I got to 4 under par, but didn't make any of them and 

all of a sudden you make eagle.  It kind of changes your whole perspective. 

 

Q.  For sure.  This is a really -- this is the best field we have had in arguably ever.  

And for you to be three off the lead right now, what does that mean to you? 

 

KEVIN SUTHERLAND:  It's great.  It is a great field.  It's fantastic for this Tour.  I love 

everybody being out here.  And when we get the fans out here, that will be better.  I 

think that's going to happen eventually.  But just having all the guys out here playing is 

fantastic. 

 

Q.  How about another win, what would that mean to you? 

 

KEVIN SUTHERLAND:  That would be great.  It's kind of why we play.  We want to get 

ourselves in contention and give ourselves a chance to win.  And looks like tomorrow I 

will have a chance to do that. 

 

Q.  Okay.  Thank you.  Hope I see you tomorrow.  

 

KEVIN SUTHERLAND:  Hope I see you tomorrow. 
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